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Abstract

Modelling the effect of size on software development issues has been the object of considerable research in the software engineering community. The size metrics form an integral part of software project cost estimation models. The effects of the interaction between software size, average team size, total development effort, and elapsed development time are examined and modelled. The research included the capture and analysis of empirical data from 15 commercial fourth generation language data processing developments. This paper reports on the results of this study and the equations which were developed to model the effect of average development team size on productivity and total development effort. In addition, models relating system size and development effort are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Effective software development requires that attention be given to the interrelationships and the trade-offs between the size of the system being developed, the average development team size, and the required schedule or elapsed time. A team size which results in the highest productivity may not be the optimum for some developments as it is necessary to determine the value of the system to the organisation, so that developers can estimate the benefit of implementing this "as soon as possible." Research results cited by Conte et al [4], and Jones [7] indicate that as the team size is increased to reduce the schedule, development productivity drops and production cost increases. Productivity research done by Jeffery [5] corroborates these results.

Research results reflecting the effect of system size on development effort are contradictory [4, 7, 8, 12]). CO-COMO [2] and numerous other models which were developed in 3GL environments predict a power functional relationship. The increasing non-linear growth in estimated development effort as size increases, implies that there are reducing returns to scale. Other models, for example the Walston-Felix [4], reflect increasing returns to scale and predict that development effort will increase proportionately less than the increased size of the system. Albrecht's Function Point Analysis model [1] assumes a linear increase in development effort as the size of systems increases. Jeffery [5] on the other hand states that initially increasing returns to scale can be expected as size increases but, beyond a certain point, decreasing returns to scale can be expected.

This research analyses these trade-offs in commercial fourth generation language (4GL) software developments.

2 Research Methodology

The research was conducted by reviewing some previously done productivity research [2, 4-8, 10, 12] and interviewing the information systems managers of 10 commercial organisations to develop a questionnaire to gather productivity data [14]. Fifteen organisations developing data processing application systems using 4GLs completed the questionnaire. The size of the systems ranged from a small 29 function point system to a system of 4669 function points. If uncommented 4GL source lines of code (SLOC) are used as a size measure, the systems ranged from 600 to 571 000 SLOC. The development effort required to develop the systems ranged from 40 to 81 270 development hours.

For this analysis the size of the systems was measured in unadjusted function points as it appears to be a more consistent measure than source lines of code [8, 9]. Development effort was measured in development hours. All activities, starting from the requirements specification stage and through to that stage where the product is ready to be delivered to the end-user are included in the development time. The time spent on documentation is therefore also included. Excluded from the development person-hours is the time required for the formal user acceptance tests, as well as end-user training. The definition of a person-hour is the actual time spent on the project, and also includes all time spent attending meetings directly related to the software development, but excludes times such as public holidays, leave, illness, and development staff training.

In the determination of the average size of the development team both analysts and programmers are included in the calculation, as well as project managers and program librarians directly involved with the development. It excludes users, secretaries, higher management, and other staff not directly involved with the development.

Productivity is defined for this analysis in the economic
sense and is expressed as the amount of output produced per unit of input, and the unit used is unadjusted function points developed per development hour.

3 The Effect of Team Size Alone

One theory on productivity and average team size is that as the team size is increased and the number of communication paths increase at an almost exponential rate, the increased overhead due to this extra communication burden results in reduced productivity [3, 4, 11]. In contrast none of the Walston-Felix study on productivity [13], the COCOMO model [2] or Function Point Analysis [1] directly identify team size as a significant factor in productivity assessment.

Four functional relationship models were examined. These are:

- **Linear**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha + \beta X \]

- **Power**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha X^{\beta} \]

- **Exponential**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha e^{\beta X} \]

- **Reciprocal**: 
  \[ 1/Y = \alpha + \beta X \]

where 
- \( Y \) = development effort (development hours)
- \( X \) = team size
- \( \alpha \) = constant
- \( \beta \) = coefficient of \( X \)

The linear model relating team size to productivity has a poor fit, with a low coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) of 0.13 and a \( \beta \) coefficient which is not significant. The power function model presumes a power function relationship between average team size and development effort but also fits the data poorly \( (R^2 = 0.35). \)

The exponential model indicates an exponential decrease in productivity as the average team size is increased. This model indicates however that average team size can be presumed responsible for only 49% of the variance that occurred in the data.

The reciprocal transformation model appears to fit the data much better. The constant was excluded as there appears to be no theoretical justification for it. The adjusted \( R^2 \) is 0.83, and the \( \beta \) coefficient is significant at 0.01. A special feature of this model is that productivity declines non-linearly as the average team size is increased until it becomes asymptotic with the x-axis. When the results are converted to the normal form, the equation is as follows:

\[ \text{Productivity} = (1.04 + \text{A.T.S})^{-1} \]

where A.T.S = average team size.

The effect of average team size on development productivity is depicted graphically as modelled by the above equation in Figure 1.

4 Effect of System Size

Plotting development effort versus unadjusted function points (UFP) indicates the increase in development effort as the size of systems increase. A cursory examination suggests, for the sample data, that for the systems in excess of 3000 function points the development effort increased sharply.

The same four functional relationships were used to investigate the relationship between system size and software development effort. In addition the residual plots and the predicted values plots were examined to try and establish whether any other functional relationship between development effort and system size exists. These four models are:

- **Linear**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha + \beta X \]

- **Exponential**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha e^{\beta X} \]

- **Power**: 
  \[ Y = \alpha X^{\beta} \]

- **Reciprocal**: 
  \[ 1/Y = \alpha + \beta X \]

where 
- \( Y \) = development effort (development hours)
- \( X \) = size (unadjusted function points)
- \( \alpha \) = constant
- \( \beta \) = coefficient of \( X \)

For the linear function, the regression of system size against...
The development effort as an exponential function of size, the data has to be transformed to fit the linear regression model. The independent variable, unadjusted function points, is regressed against the natural logarithm (ln) of the dependent variable, development hours, giving the equation:

\[ \ln Y = \ln \alpha + (\ln \beta)X \text{ or } Y = \alpha \beta^X \]

The coefficient of determination (adjusted) of 0.84 indicates a fairly good fit. Both the constant and the X coefficient are highly significant.

Substituting values from the regression analysis gives:

\[ \ln(\text{Dev.Hours}) = \ln 5.19 + \ln 0.001 \times \text{UFP} \]

or

\[ \text{Dev.Hours} = 179.73 \times 1.001^{\text{UFP}} \]

This model suggests that there is a constant growth in development effort as the absolute size of a system increases.

To analyse effort as a power function of size, the data again has to be transformed to fit the linear regression model which is achieved by regressing the natural log of the unadjusted function points (size) against the natural log of development hours (effort), which produces the equation:

\[ \ln Y = \ln \alpha + \beta \ln X \]

This model is appropriately also known as the double-log or constant-elasticity model. The attractive feature about this model is that the slope coefficient measures the elasticity of Y with respect to X, that is the percentage change in Y for a given (small) percentage change in X. The adjusted \( R^2 \) is 0.85, which suggests a reasonably good fit. Substituting values gives

\[ \ln(\text{Dev.Hours}) = -2.06 + 1.41 \times \ln \text{UFP} \]

which is converted to

\[ \text{Dev.Hours} = 0.13 \times \text{UFP}^{1.41} \]

Various reciprocal models were examined. The model which did fit the data well was the regression of the natural log of UFP against the reciprocal of the natural log of development hours i.e.

\[ \frac{1}{\ln Y} = \ln \alpha + \beta \ln X \]

The model fits the data well (adjusted \( R^2 = 0.89 \)), and both the constant and the X coefficient are highly significant.

The transformed data regression model gives the equation

\[ \frac{1}{\ln(\text{Dev.Hours})} = 0.37 - 0.033 \ln \text{UFP} \]

which, converted back to its original form results in

\[ Y = e^{(0.37-0.033 \ln \text{UFP})} \]

### 5 Effect of Average Team Size and System Size

Intuitively it would be expected that the larger the system being developed, the larger the development team will be. The plot of the size of systems in unadjusted function points versus average team size suggests that in the research sample larger systems are generally developed with larger teams. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.74 between average team size and unadjusted function points appears to substantiate this as well. It is thus useful to examine the combined effect of these two variables on development productivity.

Numerous models were developed and tested, including the linear model, the semi-log model (power function model) and the reciprocal model. The model which performed well was developed after experience gained from developing the total schedule and team size trade-off models. Another variable, the average number of function points developed per team member was introduced.

For this model the average team size (ATS), the number of function points developed per team member (FP/M), and the natural log of unadjusted function points (ln FP) are regressed against the natural log of development productivity (function points developed per hour). The constant of this regression was not significant, and there appeared to be no theoretical basis for not excluding it. The adjusted coefficient of determination is 0.72, and two coefficients of the independent variables are significant at 0.05.

The log function model exhibits some interesting characteristics. The model is graphically depicted in Figure 2 where three systems of 100, 200, and 400 function points are modelled. The 100 and 200 UFP systems achieve their highest predicted development productivity when the development team size consists of only one member. For each additional member the productivity falls, until it appears to reach some asymptotic value. The 400 UFP system predicts an improvement in productivity as the team size is increased from one to two members but as the team size is increased further, the reduction in productivity follows a similar pattern to the previous two cases.

Figure 3 graphically depicts the same model, but for systems of 1 000, 2 000, and 3 000 UFP. In all cases the predicted productivity initially increases as the team size is increased and reaches an optimum size, before further increases depress productivity.

This empirically based model predicts different optimum development team sizes for different size systems. For example, the predicted optimum team size for a 100 function point system is one, for a 400 function point system is two, for a 1 000 function point system is three, and
Figure 2. Productivity vs team size vs UFP

Figure 3. Productivity vs team size vs UFP
for a 2 000 function point system is four. This trend of predicting larger optimum team sizes as system size increases supports the intuitive perception that larger systems are better able to employ the larger development teams.

6 Examining Schedule and Team Size Trade-offs

In software development there is an interrelationship between the total effort required to develop the system (development cost), the average team size, and the total development schedule. The research results examined in Section 3 indicated that development productivity dropped as the average team size was increased. To optimize a development it is necessary to consider the benefits which will be derived from a system, as well as its development cost. Often the earlier the system becomes available, the greater the benefits. To develop a system faster (i.e. to reduce the total development schedule) will require a larger development team, which may result in a drop in development productivity, and an increase in the production costs. Various functional relationships were investigated to examine the trade-offs of development team size and development schedule.

A linear model fitted the data well ($R^2$ adjusted of 0.84). The double-log model also shows a good fit ($R^2$ of 0.89) but the constant and the team size coefficient are not significant.

The model was varied by regressing average team size and the natural log of unadjusted function points against the natural log of development hours and by forcing it through its origin, thereby eliminating the constant, which produces a very good fit with an $R^2$ adjusted of 0.99. Both $X$ coefficients are significant at 0.01.

Numerous other models were developed and tested. All appeared inferior to the above model, which also had the lowest MAE. Converting the results back into their original form results in the equation:

$$\text{Development hours} = 1.24^{\text{ATS}} + \text{Fp}^{0.97}$$

In Figure 4 the predicted development effort of three systems of 500, 1 000, and 2 000 function points is shown. This increases non-linearly as the size of the development team is increased from 1 to 15 members. However a closer examination of these graphs reveals a problem with the model.

The management decision concerns the trade-off of total development cost (development hours) versus the benefit of installing the system sooner (Figure 5). As team size is initially increased the schedule decreases. Further increases in team size result in an ever reducing schedule, until the drop in productivity exceeds the benefit of a larger team, and the schedule actually increases. The problem of the model arises as it predicts in each case a shortest schedule for a five member team. Intuitively it appears unlikely that a team size of five would be the optimum team size for say the 29 function point system which consumed 40 development hours, as well as the 4 113 function point system which consumed 81 270 development hours.

If the above model is correct, then the reduction in productivity by increasing the team size to 15 members would result in the same reduction in productivity for both the 29 function point system as well as the 4 113 function point system. The intuitive argument is that larger systems are better able to optimally employ larger teams, and this is not reflected in the model.

To test this theory the model was adapted, and another variable, the number of function points developed per team member in each development, was introduced. For the model selected, the $R^2$ (adjusted) is 0.99, and all
coefficients are significant at 0.05. This gives the equation:

\[ D.H. = 1.298^{ATS} \times 1.002^{FP/M} \times Fp^{0.832} \]

where
- \( D.H. \) = total development hours
- \( FP/M \) = function points developed per team member
- \( ATS \) = average team size
- \( UFP \) = unadjusted function points

Three systems of 500, 1000, and 2000 unadjusted function points are modelled using this equation in Figure 6. As the team size is increased there is initially a reduction in predicted development hours. The probable reason is that for each system size there is an optimum team size which achieves the highest productivity. The results in Section 5 indicated that for larger systems there is an initial improvement in development productivity as the team size is increased, until the optimum is reached, whereafter it falls. As long as the percentage decrease in productivity is less than the percentage increase in team size the total development time will be reduced.

In Figure 6 the initial large reduction in development time for the larger systems appears to be an anomaly. It may be that if the model has been refined and recalibrated on a larger data sample that this will be corrected.

In Figure 7 the elapsed time is modelled using the same basic equation as in Figure 6. For all systems there is an initial reduction in the predicted elapsed time or schedule as team size is increased. The size of the reduction in schedule diminishes until the shortest schedule is predicted, after which the predicted elapsed time actually increases despite employing a larger team. This appears to confirm "Brooke's Law" which states that adding extra staff to a late project may make it even later [3]. Note that the highest level of productivity and the shortest elapsed time do not necessarily occur at the same team size for the various system sizes. It is only when the percentage decrease in productivity is greater than the percentage increase in team size that the predicted elapsed time will increase.

7 Conclusion

The research results indicate some of the trade-offs which occur in 4GL software developments and which should be considered in order to optimize each development according to its particular circumstances. An analysis of the effect of system size in isolation suggested that the most appropriate model to estimate the effect of size on development effort is the reciprocal function model. In the 4GL software developments which were studied, development effort continuously increases non-linearly as the size of systems increase, and can be modelled by the equation:

\[ Y = e^{1/(0.37 - 0.033 \times \ln(UFP))} \]

An analysis of the effect of team size in isolation indicates that productivity declines non-linearly as the average team size is increased until it reaches some asymptotic value. In the research data larger systems were developed with larger teams. When the combined effect of system size and development team size are modelled, the predicted productivity initially increases and then drops non-linearly until it appears to reach some asymptotic value. This indicates that a system's production cost will initially reduce as team size is increased until the optimum team size is employed, after which any addition will increase the development cost.

The inclusion of an additional variable, function points developed per team member, appears to improve the model, which is able to indicate the optimum team size to result in the shortest development schedule for different size systems. This does not necessarily coincide with the team
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Figure 7. Elapsed time prediction model
size resulting in the highest productivity and thus lowest production cost.

As the development team size is increased and productivity increases the development schedule is initially reduced. When the team size is further increased the productivity drops, and when this reduction in productivity is greater than the increase in development team size, the development schedule increases as the team size is further increased.

This model facilitates an examination of the trade-offs involved in the system size, team size, planned development schedule, and estimated production cost (development effort).
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